Properties
Anti-graffiti.

Permeability to water.

Graffiti can be completely removed after they have been made on the surface, and
regardless of the time passed since they are made, by using a Scotch-Brite® type
scouring sponge.

The water absorption that KRION vf has under different unfavorable conditions, such
as water vapor application, immersion in boiling water, or permanent placement in
water without aeration, stays in peak values of 0.15 %, desorbing all of the water
after the immersion.

Fire resistance.

This extremely low absorption level guarantees the non-existence of problems
related with material hydrolysis.

Fire-resistance rating is B-s1, d0 according to the UNE-EN 13501-1: 2002 standard;
this classification corresponds to Flame retardant material. (It is equivalent to
classification M1 according to UNE 23727:1990 standards).

Documentation: Tests in accordance with UNE-EN ISO 62, UNE-EN 438-2, NEMA LD
3-2000; AIDIMA Report 1001022-03/04/05.

Considering the Spanish Technical Building Code (CTE), the Euroclasses A1, A2, and
B, correspond to the non-combustible and low combustibility product classes. They
represent those construction products which are safer in terms of fire safety.

Resistance to thermal shock.

Documentation: Tests from the Technical Fire Center 1010100-01 CL.

It passes the shock tests, which consist of 1,000 cycles of 30 seconds each,
alternating water at 90 °C with water at 15 °C.
This property reduces the chances of cracking from sudden temperature changes.

Cigarette burn resistance.
Cigarettes are consumed 10 mm, and are then deposited on the material until
20 mm more are burned up. They are then removed, and the stain they leave is
perfectly removed using a scouring sponge.

Documentation: AIMPLAS Tests in accordance with ISO 19712.

Documentation: Tests in accordance with UNE-EN 438-2: 2005 standards.

KRION vf complies with the most demanding hygienic-sanitary regulations, and is
suitable for high requirement applications such as clean rooms or operating rooms.

Resistance to solar radiation.

This property, as well as its non-corrosiveness, ensures the material’s high durability.

The temporal equivalence of artificial aging results is not empirical, although
correlations can be established between this study and the results obtained from
10 years of natural aging in the area of Valencia.

Documentation: Tests in accordance with ASTM G-21 and UNE EN ISO 846 standards.

Resistant to both microbial and fungal attack and proliferation.

Artificial aging tests consisting of a total of 12 extreme exposure alternate cycles,
for a continuous period of 2016 hours, produce the following color material
modification:
fv KRION® Pure Lux Color variation: ∆E = 0.55
This value corresponds to a variation that is very slight and practically unrecognizable
to the human eye.
fv KRION® Stone

Color variation: ∆E = 5.24

This value corresponds to a moderate color change and is only superficial, affecting
10 surface microns that can be removed using a Scotch-Brite® type scouring sponge,
thus recovering the original color.
Therefore, material aging in the long run is minor, and it is possible to recover the
initial appearance with basic maintenance.
Documentation: AIDIMA Report 1001022-03/04/05; QUV Chamber Tests.

Backlighting.
KRION® Pure Lux allows the creation of back-lit atmospheres. Spectacular lighting
effects can be achieved by combining different material thicknesses.

